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In his seminal work ”Labyrinths” the renowned 
Argentinian poet, critic and short story writer Jorge Luis 
Borges tells the tale of Ireneo Funes, a man who is blessed 
(or cursed — depending on personal preferences) with a 
perfect memory. Funes acquires this somewhat amazing 
talent after falling off a horse and injuring his head badly. 
And it’s not just a perfect memory he is left with after the 
perilous fall from the stallion; he can remember everything.

The story is littered with fantastical elements, as Borges 
contributed greatly to the now rich latin tradition of magical 
realism, alongside authors such as Gabriel García Màrques. 
Although I find the story of Ireneo Funes riveting, I think 
the concept of a complete memory, is somewhat troubling, 
as I believe not knowing everything is what urges people 
to venture on daunting journeys of discovery.

 I have always been curious. From an early age I trawled 
the local library for hours in search of secrets, and it was 
not unusual to find me buried in an Atlas three times as big 
as myself, devouring information, reading about cities with 
names containing almost six syllables (e.g. Ouagadougou), 
also — at an older age — discovering the beauty of diverse 
artists like Leo Tolstoy, Issey Miyake and Ed Ruscha.

Thea Urdal
MA Graphic Design 
and Illustration
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A Masterly Approach to the Inherent Vice1 of Miscellaneous Collections

2
 Borges et al., 1964 

1
 Inherent Vice

(also inherent fault), noun
~ The tendency of material to 
deteriorate due to the essential 
instability of the components or 
interaction among components. 
E.g. Nitrate film and highly acidic 
paper suffer inherent vice because 
they are chemically unstable.

Introduction  

”We, in a glance, perceive three wine glasses on the table; 
Funes saw all the shoots, clusters, and grapes of the vine. 
He remembered the shapes of the clouds in the south at 
dawn on the 30th of April of 1882, and he could compare 
them in his recollection with the marbled grain in the 
design of a leather-bound book which he had seen only 
once, and with the lines in the spray which an oar raised 
in the Rio Negro on the eve of the battle of the Quebracho. 
These recollections were not simple; each visual image was 
linked to muscular sensations, thermal sensations, etc. He 
could reconstruct all his dreams, all his fancies. Two or 
three times he had reconstructed an entire day.”2 
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I have also always been writing, either with small, 
scruffy pencil stubs, broken neon felt pens or chalk on the 
ground, or — as I grew older — on a MacBook. I have been 
writing for a living since I was 18 (with my first article on 
print at the age of 15 — something I will address later), 
and I guess one could say that I have been, at least to some 
extent, intrepid. I believe that a certain sense of bravery 
is crucial when venturing into the world of writing. It is 
necessary to believe in your own work, but it is also of the 
outmost importance to stay humble – and realize that as 
a writer, you will never be complete. The 26 letters of the 
English alphabet (or 29, if you write in Norwegian) can 
always be put into a new order. That is one of the things I 
find enthralling about the journalism profession.

My insatiable appetite for knowledge might have been 
the reason for my current dual signature — journalist and 
designer — and the libraries and archives have for years 
been my preferred place for research and private pleasure. 
Hence, I have for a long time collected, assembled and 
organized a personal library of my own, now consisting of 
books, magazines, periodicals and other printed tidbits.

”Enriching a personal library is an impulse shared by 
the world’s teachers and all those who seek to pierce the 
world’s secrets. Every case of this enrichment consists of 
the infinite repetition of the preservation and juxtaposition 
of books to assemble ‘in parallel’ as the poet Jorge Luis 
Borges says, the essential or whole of all that has been 
said, studied and recorded–unless it is simply motivated 
by a desire to see just how large a collection like this could 
grow.”3 

As a child I had many books, but the absolute favorite 
was ”Matilda” by Roald Dahl. I must have read ”Matilda” 
more than one hundred times, squinting my eyes with great 
force, trying to make objects move, even just the slightest. I 
can still remember vividly how I as a little girl of perhaps of 
eight or nine, sat at my desk in my room reading ”Matilda” 
while drinking Earl Grey tea (something I had recently 
gotten a liking for, which made me feel immensely grown-
up). I must confess I did add a whole dollop of sugar and 
milk, though. This whole ritual of going in the kitchen, 
boiling water, getting tea bags and settling down in my 
very blue room (it was a deep shade of royal blue) with 
a citrus smell of bergamot orange (wafting from the tea) 
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noun
1 chiefly historical a man who has 
people working for him, especially 
servants or slaves: he acceded to 
his master’s wishes.
• a person who has complete 
control of something: he was 
master of the situation.
• dated a male head of a 
household. the master of 
the house.
• the male owner of a dog, horse, 
or other domesticated animal. in 
many ways dogs reflect the styles 
of their masters.
• a machine or device directly 
controlling another. [ as modifier ] 
: a master cylinder. 



became an integral part of my passion for reading and 
writing — and is perhaps one of the reasons why I am a 
literary critic today.

I have a plethora4 of memories like these (often tied 
together with reading), and they are usually connected with 
either a smell, taste or sensation, but obviously nothing 
along the likes of Funes; a man who, although completely 
fictional, is a character I pity, While sensing everything, 
he is deprived of some of the greatest sensations there are: 
Curiosity and wonder. 

There are many ways in which I could have chosen to 
form this MA project about archives and private collections. 
Such a vast topic requires strict editing and form and a 
rigid approach to content. My main goal was to investigate 
the following:

How can I as a graphic designer and journalist take 
small excerpts of an archive an put it into a new, more 
approachable and available context, e.g. an exhibition?

To me it meant deciphering what I felt was approachable 
and available, and not to mention picking a good case for 
my archival study. The selection came quite organic as 
I had already discovered a fascinating, if not somewhat 
unorthodox archive the previous year while working at 
NATT & DAG. I’m writing about this discovery in the essay 
on page 12, ”How an Archival Dip Sent me Back Ten Years 
in Time”. On page 7 I talk about my teenage perfume and 
how this specific scent works as personal memory trigger. 

Archival theory can be difficult and I try to address just 
this in the essay ”Dissecting Derrida” on page 30. Here, 
I attempt to break down the somewhat tricky theoretical 
text ”Archive Fever” by French philospher Jacques Derrida 
into manageable bite-size pieces, carefully focusing on the 
parts relevant to me and discarding the rest.

In the essay ”Killing Them All — One Darling at a Time” 
on page 18 I write about my own relationship with private 
collections and also how I for many years have favored the 
editing part over the actual writing.

I used to live and work in London and after a lovely 
research trip to the city in March I decided to shape the 
written section of my MA as a newspaper with a selection 
of essays, to coincide with my archival study (newsprint) 
and also because I find this parodic ”tabloid” format quite 
amusing. Writing an MA is in many ways such a task of 
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Plethora

noun
1 a large or excessive amount 
of something: a plethora of 
committees and subcommittees 
| Allen won a plethora of medals 
during his illustrious career.
2 Medicine an excess of a bodily 
fluid, particularly blood.
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solitude, and I would love for my project to get read by others 
(and not just my overenthusiastic family). Hopefully this 
format will excite external readers visiting the Academy’s 
library, curiously searching through shelves. I am ending 
this newspaper with a set of reflections on page 38. 

Borges’ Funes can remember the shape of clouds at any 
given moment, as well as the sensory experiences attached 
to them, such as muscular and thermal perceptions. In order 
to pass the time, he constructs a system of enumeration 
where he gives each number rather arbitrary5 names. I find  
this to be such a lovely and peculiar thing. My research 
trip to London also took me to the grand (and somewhat 
secret) realms of the British Library, the Barbican and the 
Warburg Institute. The latter being quite famous for its 
assumingly arbitrary system of classification (denoucing 
the Dewey Decimal system completely). The system of 
classification is at the heart of every archive and library, 
and I address these things on page 24. 

As I mentioned earlier, I could have taken this project in 
many different directions, but I’ve come to realize that it’s 
equally important to leave things out, as it is to keep things 
in. The things that are missing will always be psychologically 
more intriguing than the things present. The selection is 
the key and the question is then the following:

When given the opportunity and choice, how do you choose 
to edit your past and memories? What parts do you keep 
and which snippets do you leave out? And how do you 
classify it all?

6
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Arbitrary

adjective
1 based on random choice or 
personal whim, rather than any 
reason or system: 
an arbitrary decision.
2 (of power or a ruling body) 
unrestrained and autocratic in the 
use of authority: a country under 
arbitrary government.
3 Mathematics (of a constant or 
other quantity) of 
unspecified value.
DERIVATIVES
arbitrarily adverb,
arbitrariness noun
ORIGIN late Middle English (in 
the sense ‘dependent on one’s will 
or pleasure, discretionary’): from 
Latin arbitrarius, from arbiter 
‘judge, supreme ruler’, perhaps 
influenced by French arbitraire .



Essay
— Smells Like Teen Spirit 

There is a somewhat secret spot hidden inside the lush 
Botanical gardens in Oslo. For those of you not in the know, 
it might come as a surprise, this little area situated just 
next to the Museum of Natural History where taxidermied 
merecats gaze towards the horizont and rare gem stones 
are kept and displayed for curious visitors. I am usually 
more eager to see the garden — or more correctly, smell it. 

This little secret garden is called the Grandmother’s 
garden. It was built specifically for people with dementia 
and consists of plants and flowers known specifically for 
triggering memories. I find it quite intriguing how smells 
can awaken the past — just with one simple whiff. It’s one 
specific time that I often find myself trailing back to. 

In 2005, I was 17. I was in my second year of high school 
and on the cusp of leaving my teenage scent for good. It 
felt like time. For years I had been wearing the eponymous 
Ralph by Ralph Lauren, just like my other three best girl 
friends. I look at old pictures of us now and realize what 
an obnocious team we must have been; long-haired, long-
legged and loud. And the smell that radiated from us all 
was the scent of japanese osmanthus, apple leaf and italian 
mandarin; white iris, yellow freesia6; musk and magnolia. 

My best friend from pre-school invited me in to 
this illusive group of girls when I was 15 and for a very 
intense two years during junior high we did everything 
we were curious about; getting drunk in the play room at 
McDonald’s, chugging down beer in the bathroom before 
heading into a fluorescent plastic heaven, tumbling around 
in the children’s play room. 

We were a tight-knit group of boys and girls, the one 
more awkward than the other with our blooming bodies. 
Suddenly one leg was longer than the other and nothing 
really ”fit”. Nights in summer were usually spent trying to 
score alcohol (either at a corner store by my house that sold 
imported ”stärk-øl” from Sweden to minors, or by ”fishing” 
outside Vinmonopolet, using our lanky, unfamiliar bodies 
and long eyelashes to get adults buy us the small bottles 
of Absolut), then laying sprawled out in some park or 
desperately trying to find a house party, keeping track of 
how many boys we made out with in one night, in addition 
to each other. Later in the evening I returned home to my 
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Freesia

noun
a small southern African plant 
with fragrant, colourful, tubular 
flowers, many varieties of which 
are cultivated for the cut-flower 
trade. Genus Freesia, family 
Iridaceae. ORIGIN modern Latin, 
named after Friedrich H. T. Freese 
(died 1876), German physician.



mom’s house and always tried, without making to much of 
as fuss (but she always noticed of course) to take a shower 
and wash of the smell of sticky beer and sweet Lancôme 
lipgloss, a scent that I also remember vividly. 

Humans have five senses, but only two of them are based 
on chemicals, i.e. taste and smell. But smell still differs 
from all the senses as it works as a unique memory trigger.  

The link between smell and memory might seem a bit 
magical, but to scientist it’s a well-known phenomenon. 7 
When you for instance smell egg and bacon, more than one 
hundred scent molecules hit the sensors in your nostrils, 
which again is being deciphered into what we recognize as 
smell. In total, more than 400 different genes are involved 
in creating the nose’s sensors for smelling. 

There is a famous passage in Marcel Proust’s book 
”Remembrance of Things Past” where one of the main 
characters eats a piece of madeleine cake dipped in tea 
and is transported back in time: 

” ... and as soon as I had recognized the taste of madeleine 
soaked in her decoction of lime-blossom which my aunt 
used to give me ... immediately the old grey house upon 
the street, where her room was, rose up like a stage set ... 
and with the house the town, from morning to night and 
in all weathers, the Square where I used to be sent before 
lunch, the streets along which I used to run errands, the 
country roads we took when it was fine.”8

This kind of memory is called ”Proustian memory”, or 
olfactory memory in more scientific terms. It specifically 
has to do with recollection of odors. Because the olfactory 
memory is part of the limbic system, an area so closely 
associated with memory and feeling it’s sometimes called 
the ”emotional brain”, smell can trigger powerful responses. 

I have noticed this in the past few years — now roughly 
a decade since my most boisterous teenage years — how 
certain smells and situations trigger memories from a 
distant past. How the smell of a specific fabric softener 
reminds me of a boy named Alexander, who all the girls 
had a small crush on — his mom washed all his clothes 
(not that strange, considering he was still living at home) 
and he always smelled fresh. All you wanted to do was 
bury your nose into his college sweaters, which we all did 
in turn. 

Then there was the smell of Fanta Exotic, something I 

7 
Toffolo, Smeets and van den 

Hout, 2012

8 Proust et al., 1934 
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2 a man in charge of an 
organization or group, in 
particular:
• Brit.a male schoolteacher: the 
games master.
• the head of a college or school.
• the presiding officer of a livery 
company or Masonic lodge.
• the captain of a merchant ship.
• the person in control of a pack 
of hounds. the master of the 
Aylesbury Vale Hunt.
• (in England and Wales) an 
official of the Supreme Court.



have difficulties smelling to this day, remembering all the 
badly executed Jungle Juice mixes we did with whatever 
was available in our parent’s liquor cabinet. A little bit 
of cognac, a touch of gin, some red wine, topped of with 
Fanta Exotic. 

Now wearing a unisex scent by Comme Des Garçons, I 
purchased a small 25 ml bottle of Ralph by Ralph Lauren 
from a perfumer in the city, specifically for this MA project. 
The flask felt so small and precious in my hand. We used 
to save up as a group and  buy it for whoever had their 
birthday coming up. 

I live very close to the Botanical Gardens now and the 
next time I visit the secret garden I will try to find a quiet 
place. I doubt there will be any japanese osmanthus or 
white iris, but I know of one Magnolia tree. 

9
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Essay 
— How an Archival Dip Sent me Back 
Ten Years in Time

It was my last week working as the executive editor of 
NATT & DAG — the now notorious free newspaper that 
has more or less dictated Oslos’s contemporary culture for 
the past 26 years — that I discovered a rather out of place 
fixture standing in a random bookshelf.

In the ever-cluttered office space, littered with notes on 
guides to be made, record reviews and empty energy drink 
cans I spotted a comprehensive collection of leather bound 
books with the signature NATT & DAG logo embossed on 
the spine. 

”What’s that?”, I asked the editor-in-chief, almost 
trembling with anticipation, recognizing a newspaper 
archive when I see one. ”Oh, that’s our archive”, she said 
dryly, then continued: ”We have all the copies, running 
back to the first issue in 1988 , but we’ve unfortunately 
lost one year, 2005”. 

I was left perusing the pages of an archive I had no 
clue existed; an archive of a newspaper just one year 
younger than myself, and a publication that has followed 
me through my whole life, being my litmus test for popular 
culture. And also the first place I ever had something in 
print, when I was a scrawny boyish girl of 15. 

NATT & DAG was founded in 1988 as the sister 
publication of Swedish newspaper Nöjesguiden. With a 
focus on music, film, theatre, art, fashion, food, sex and 
society it quickly became a popular fixture in the youth 
scene of Norway’s largest cities, Trondheim, Bergen, 
Stavanger and Oslo. 

NATT & DAG’s graphic history is an odd one. It has 
always been somewhat of a graphic hybrid, with no real 
visual agenda. The newspaper is both cluttered and chaotic 
and I think this is one of the things I found interesting 
when choosing this publication as my case subject. Instead 
of finding a primped and polished magazine to research, 
I wanted to see how I could deconstruct the pages and 
reassemble them into something visually appealing. 

As mentioned earlier, NATT & DAG has in many ways 
been the main source for popular culture in Norway,  
not unlike magazines such as Dazed (formerly Dazed 
& Confused) and THE FACE in Britain. These two 
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3 a skilled practitioner of a 
particular art or activity: 
I’m a master of disguise.
• a great artist or musician. follow 
in the footsteps of the masters and 
paint in locations made famous by 
their work.
• a very strong chess player, 
especially one who has qualified 
for the title at international 
tournaments. a chess master. See 
also grand master.
• (Masters) [treated as sing.] 
(in some sports) a class for 
competitors over the usual age for 
the highest level of competition.



publications have a prominent position in my now vast 
collection of publications, along side Canadian magazine 
Vice and American magazine NYLON where I had a stint, 
working as an intern in 2008 (walking dogs was indeed a 
part of the job).

”Dazed & Confused is a burgeoning style mag staffed 
by youths who are prone to talking absolute shit. If that 
sounds harsh then maybe I’m just too old, but this bunch 
make you want to subscribe to The Spectator”.9

This is what a critic at The Times had to say  about 
Dazed & Confused when it was first launched in 1991, and 
in many ways the critique is justified. But the editors of 
Dazed & Confused, and also other discursive magazines 
like NATT & DAG, weren’t  (and still aren’t) interested in 
including all readers in a democratic manner. They are 
more interested in attracting a certain crowd that gets their 
tone, understands their vision, and wants to be a part of 
their creative univers. And the rest? Well, they just aren’t 
invited. This is of course also why publications such as 
these have received such vast amount of bad press over the 
years; when a publication is reluctant to adhere to a norm, 
it will get critiqued. But in that sense, the publication has 
acheived its goal. 

This praxis of actively including some readers, while 
actively excluding others, has a lot to do — if not everything 
— with language. It’s a bit like the movie ”Mean Girls”10 
where Lindsay Lohan plays a girl who has been home-
schooled by her parents for years and is suddenly released 
into the vicious wild of High School. She encounters the 
obnoxious girl group The Plastics and their ”You can’t sit 
with us” rule (if you ever dare to wear something that is 
not on the approved list of clothing). 

Publications such as Dazed, Vice and NATT & DAG 
have had years of experience with administering the rules 
of what’s in and what’s out, and have in that sense gained 
an enormous amount of power over young people. I think 
this is exemplified quite well in the 1998 movie ”Fucking 
Åmål” (English: ”Show Me Love”)11 by Swedish director 
Lukas Moodysson. Here, the 14-year-old protagonist Elin 
is fed up with the tiny town she lives in with her family — 
and not to mention the urge to do what she imagines other 
kids are doing in the boisterous metropolis of Stockholm. 
The following passage is in Swedish, but I’m sure the 

9
 Hack, Furniss and Sichy, 2011

10 
Mean Girls, 2004

11
 Show Me Love, 1998
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majority of readers will understand. This is a scene with 
Elin, her sister Jessica and mother Birgitta. Elin has just 
been caught in the elevator with no dress on, as she was 
using the elevator mirror to see how she looked like. Her 
mother has grounded both sisters. 

BIRGITTA
Det får bli en läxa, det här. Det skadar inte om ni är 

hemma lite. Jag tycker inte om att ni går på rave och såna 
där saker.

JESSICA
Men mamma, det är ju inget rave! Det är ju bara en 

vanlig fest! Det är ju bara Elin som håller på och tjatar om 
sina jävla rave hela tiden.

BIRGITTA
Ja, nu blir det så.

JESSICA
Men vi har ju för fan inte ens varit på nåt rave! (Till 

EIin:) Vet du förresten att det är ute med rave? Jag läste 
det i Vecko-Revyn. Det var med på utelistan.

ELIN
Var står det att det är ute?

JESSICA
Det står där nånstans.

Elin reser sig och går fram till soffan, sätter sig och 
börjar förtvivlat bläddra i en Vecko-Revyn.

ELIN
Ååh! Varför måste vi bo i fucking jävla kuk-Åmål! När 

nånting är inne i resten av världen, så tar det fan så lång 
tid innan det kommer hit. Då är det redan ute i resten av 
världen bara för att vi är så jävla efter här!

Elin hittar stället: 
Ute: Fast-food, Pasta, Rave, Spice Girls. 

ELIN
Aaargh! Vi kan inte bo kvar här! Vi måste flytta!
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Although this might seem as a somewhat arbitrary 
example, it sums up a lot of how magazines and newspapers 
can dictate a young person’s life, in this case Vecko-Revyn — 
having Elin reconsider every good aspect she has associated 
with a rave, while never actually having attended one. 

Fucking Åmål was released in 1998, but it was one of 
those movies that my group of friends watched an almost 
infite amount of times, memorizing lines and almost 
glorifying the lifestyle of Åmål (remarkably enough, coming 
from a comparatively large town ourselves). 

So in Elin’s case, it’s the attitude and language of Veco-
revyen that influences the way she feels about certain 
things, and NATT & DAG has in many ways been a similiar 
medium to me, more or less shaping the way I think about 
specific issues. 

NATT & DAG has a long history of word-conjuring 
and this is one of the main aspects of my final project. 
Some of their more famous columns like Tidens Ånd12 or 
Smilegubben & Gifttrynet13 definitely influenced me. 

And I just felt the staff were so cool. When I was a 
teenager, all I wanted to do was be a part of that crowd. 
So when I applied for an internship there during my work 
week at junior high I almost died when I got a job. My first 
story, a small little rant about my distain for a Norwegian 
girl group was accompanied by a byline photo of me in a 
hoodie. I looked insane, but I didn’t care. And the title? 
Smell’s Like Teen Spirit. 

12
 A list of the ten things that are 

worth noticing that month, either 
bad or good.
13

 A column where the two 
”mascots” of NATT & DAG do 
a very  satirical high profile 
interview. 
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Essay
— Killing Them All, One Darling at a Time

I have a confession to make. Although I have written 
my share of stories and essays during the last ten years, 
and do enjoy it immensely (don’t get me wrong) I’ve still 
always preferred the editing part: Slicing away words and 
sentences, clearing out nonsense and pretentious musings, 
trying to get to the core of a subject. 

Like some modern day Jack the Ripper I have killed 
my darlings like there was no tomorrow. This might seem 
like a rather violent and negative thing, but I see it as an 
undoubtedly positive activity. I believe in clear and concise 
communication; knowing that I as a writer (slash editor), 
will be at my happiest only when I’ve managed to include 
as many readers as possible in my world of storytelling. 
I don’t believe in a literary elite and I don’t believe in 
excluding a set of people by referring to inside jokes. I do 
however believe in the poetic resonance attached to a well-
constructed paragraph, and I have come to the conclusion 
that the one thing I do collect and keep close to my heart 
are words. 

For many years I lived in the incredulous disbelief that 
I had never had a proper collection myself, until my mom 
set the record straight and told me about my somewhat 
unhealthy children’s habit of picking up ”abandoned” sticks 
on the ground that I took home, washed and put in a drawer 
in the kitchen along with yoghurt cardboard containers 
(that I also felt particularly connected to). My mom threw 
this carefully away in secret so I wouldn’t notice — moving 
like a ninja, I’m sure. 

As a kid I was a failed stamps collector (finding the 
selection bought at the local bookstore ”bland”), but a 
quite successful accumulator of Spice Girls pictures (being 
a natural child of the 90s). 

Then there was the time when I forced my mom to bring 
several kilos of rocks back from our family trip to Italy. The 
rocks lost their beauty after removing them from water, 
and after the 12-year old me couldn’t be bothered to paint 
them all with transparent nail polish (which would keep 
some of their allure) they got put in the attic somewhere.

In recent years I’ve discovered that this sifting through 
a collection, carefully discarding some bits and keeping 
others, is the act of editing. The dictionary defines editing 
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4 [ usu. in titles ] a person who 
holds a second or further degree: 
a master’s degree | 
a Master of Arts.
• (master’s) a postgraduate degree: 
I had a master’s in computer 
engineering.



as correcting, choosing, arranging, changing and removing. 
I think the main reason why I find editing so interesting 

is because it’s such a subjective thing. Your personal history 
and preferences will shine through in your selection of items 
and I find this specific selection, especially when people 
have the same material to choose from, quite extraordinary. 
This is of course at the heart of any curatorial praxis. 

In the later years I’ve discarded my rocks and Spice Girls 
photos and have quite unconsciously started collecting 
books, magazines and other printed things. My mom is 
calling it a completely fire hazard and I have to agree, 
but I just can’t bring myself to get rid of it (even though I 
have books and magazines stacked in her attic  — and my 
grandfather’s for that matter). 

But why do people collect? The Bower bird collects 
natural gems to attract a mate (although his tastes in 
interiors are rather flamboyant14) and hoarders collect 
until they have towers of newspapers toppling over them. 
Collections have traditionally been amassed with the 
objective of building and transmitting knowledge. For 
many, ownership equals security, but my preferences are a 
bit different. 

”In the sixteenth century, the Ottoman poet Adbüllatif 
Çellebi, better known as Latifi, called each of the books in 
his library ’a true and loving friend’ who drives all cares 
away.” 15

And I couldn’t agree more. I knew that if I were to 
focus on an archive in my MA project, it couldn’t just be a 
collection of books. It had to be a collection of magazines 
or newspapers, and perhaps maybe just the latter. I have 
many magazines, but very, very few newspapers. 

The ephemerality of newsprint is riveting. That we still 
continue to print so much on so-called non-archival paper 
weighing just 45 grams is baffling. When I set out to find 
the missing year of NATT & DAG I started my quest at the 
National Library. ”It has got to be here”, I thought. And 
I was right. The year of 2005 was indeed at the National 
Library. Well, snippets of it. They only had eight of ten 
copies from that year, and the copies were water damaged. 

The newspapers looked like they had been crying for a 
decade, bleeding ink in uncontrollable streams.

This water damage came as such a surprise and shock 
to me, as I’ve looked upon the National Library as this 
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tremendous force to be reckoned with, and here you had 
these stacks of more or less unreadable material. It had me 
questioning the whole function of an archive, especially an 
archive that is funded by the government.

Now, the notion of damaged and destroyed archives 
and libraries is not a new one — and also not something 
I am going to delve deeply into in this text (then I might 
get competely lost) — but it needs to be mentioned. From 
the illusive memory of the library of Alexandria to more 
contemporary  tragedies like the lost libraries of Iraq 
during the American invasion following 9/11, fragile printed 
ephemera have been drowned, burned and bombed. 

”Generations and fortunes can be consumed in this 
pursuit of possessing knowledge, whereas the further 
along we get, the harder it becomes to classify and preserve 
books—and even to read them, if necessary, because the 
book hides in the library as surely as the tree hides in 
the heart of the forest—and any collection is exposed 
to the risk of destruction by fire and water, worms and 
wars and earthquakes. And of course there is the primary 
threat, which comes into play much more than we would 
like to imagine: the open desire to arrange matters to give 
impression that they never existed.” 16

Here, historian Lucien Polastron deals with the idea 
of destruction being tied to censorship and obliteration of 
memory, which is a radical form of historical editing, but 
something that happens none the less, even today.  

Considering the fragile nature of all things printed 
many people have asked if digital preservation is the 
future of the archive. But computers are also frail beings, 
suffering from hard drive errors and viruses. There are 
many obvious advantages with having a digital archive, but 
it can never replace the tactile qualities of print. Eventually, 
the editorial staff at NATT & DAG came to my rescue and 
located the missing year of 2005 and I was able to borrow 
it for my project. After having scanned the entire year of 
2005 I believe that both libraries, the one of paper and 
the electronic one, should co-exist. According to Manguel 
(2008), the one is sadly often favored to the detriment of 
the other. 
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”Every library is exclusionary, since its selection, 
however vast, leaves outside its walls endless shelves of 
writing that, for reasons of taste, knowledge, space and 
time, have not been included. Every library conjures up 
its own dark ghost; every ordering sets up, in its wake, a 
shadow library of absences. Every library both embraces 
and rejects. Every library is by definition the result of 
choice, and necessarily limited in its scope. And every 
choice excludes another, the choice not made. The act of 
reading parallels endelessly the act of censorship.” 17

Manguel touches upon the very heart of my MA project, 
this notion of absence.  I opened up this essay be proclaiming 
that I don’t believe in excluding people with my writing, but 
I understand that this is a somewhat impossible task. My 
collection of words put into a system, whether conscious or 
unconscious will always entice someone, and bore others. 
This is the curatorial power of the writer. 

One could ask, how did this realization around editing 
affect my understanding of design? And I would say that 
the act of editing is equally important to design to that of 
journalism. As a designer you have a set of aesthetic and 
ethical preferences that you base your work on. It can be 
rather intuitive, this idea of what works and what doesn’t, 
what’s in and what’s out, and rarely that easy to explain — 
apart from it being highly subjective and rooted in you. 

I bought my first apartment last year and I have yet to 
manage to fit my collection of books into proper shelves. 
For now they’re confined to the floor. I want them to have 
a beautiful home; shelves built of either oak or birch, or 
perhaps glossy MDF. But before that, I know I should sit 
down with each one, each little friend and evaluate if we 
should continue our relationship or go our separate ways 
— knowing in my heart that even though they disappear, 
they will have left a mark on me. 

”The weight of absence is as much a feature of any 
library as the constriction of order and space.” 18  
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Essay 
— Chambers of Organized Secrets

”But how do you arrange your documents?”
”In pigeon-holes, partly.”
”Ah, pigeon-holes will not do.”
”I have tried pigeon-holes, but 
everything gets mixed in the pigeon holes”: 
”I never know whether a paper is in A or Z.”19 

Considering my MA theme I knew that it would be wise 
to go to London. I lived there for two years and I have 
hardly ever come across a city so mysterious and literary 
rich. Just think of all the magnificent books set in this 
illustrious town, from ”Bleak House”, to ”The Lion, the 
Witch and the Wardrobe” and ”Gravity’s Rainbow”.

But I had mixed feelings approaching the city’s buildings 
of secrets, most specifically The British Library. I had only 
visited a few times before, but had ended up feeling quite 
shunned and excluded by the glass casings, the locked 
doors and the extra security. But this sense of secrecy was 
also strangely appealing. I couldn’t make my mind up if I 
preferred to be included or excluded. 

Upon arriving in London I was pleasantly surprised 
to find a revitalized British Library, while being showed 
around by the charismatic curator Luke McKernan. I 
had enquired for a visit to learn more about the British 
Newspaper Archive, a joint initiative by The British 
Library and Findmypast. Their goal is to digitize 40 
million newspapers during the next ten years. Me having 
only scanned one year of NATT & DAG couldn’t imagine 
such a daunting task.   

Over a cup of tea in the staff canteen McKernan told 
me all about their new Newsroom, a place that imitates the 
inner workings of a newspaper. Here, visitors can research 
the newspaper archive  (either on microfilm, computer or on 
actual paper, bound in beautiful marbled tomes). A large 
screen shows the visitors up-to-date news and tweets, all to 
give the archive a more contemporary and approachable 
feel. And it did indeed work. But when I left the building I 
couldn’t help but feeling equally intrigued about the glass-
cased collection of King George III residing in the middle 
of the building, spanning five floors or more. Secrets are 
indeed more alluring than the things readily available, 
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but I believe that the two concepts can, and should,  work 
in tandem. 

Before I left for London I happened to come across a 
brilliant article in The New Yorker about The Warburg 
Institute. The Warburg Institute grew out of the personal 
library of Hamburg scholar Aby Warburg. In 1921 his 
library was turned into a more open research institution 
in the so-called science of culture, Kulturwissenschaft. It 
is now a part of the London University and is situated in 
the leafy area of Bloomsbury. 

The British Library and the Warburg Institute may 
appear to the uninformed observer like somewhat similar 
institutions, but the main foundation of them both (and  
archives and libraries in general), i.e. the structure and 
order, sets them far apart. 

Unlike a public library, a private collection of books and 
printed ephemera20 can be allowed a rather whimsical and 
highly personal classification. This idea of classification 
became very important in my project, and ended up being 
one of the main tools for me to categorize and edit the 
NATT & DAG year of 2005. But it meant creating a highly 
unique system. London did indeed prove to be the best 
place for research. 

”Ordered by subject, by importance, ordered according 
to whether the book was penned by God or by one of God’s 
creatures, ordered alphabetically or by numbers or by the 
language in which the text is written, every library translates 
the chaos of discovery and creation into a structured system 
of hierarchies or a rampage of free associations.”21

The British Library implemented the Dewey Decimal 
Classification system in 2011, named after Melvil Dewey. 
Melvil Dewey dreamt up a classification system for 
libraries while still being a student at Amherst College 
in Massachusetts in 1873. Dewey couldn’t stand arbitrary 
classification methods and longed for a system that 
combined  common sense and practicality. 

His solution became a system based on decimals, 
where all human knowledge was divided into ten thematic 
groups. These were again divided into another ten groups, 
making the system infinite (as every section always could be 
divided into even smaller fragments). Albeit revolutionary 
and popular, Dewey’s system has its limitations: It doesn’t 
include works of fiction, and it has a bias towards anglo-
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saxonism. In spite of this, the system is  widely used today 
and has been revised multiple times. It is still based on the 
same principle: 

”Everything conceivable can be attributed a number, 
so that the infinity of the universe can be contained within 
the infinite combination of ten digits.” 22

Whereas Melvil Dewey was precise and pragmatic, Aby 
Warburg was poetic. He was born in 1866 as the oldest 
son of a wealthy Hamburg banking family. Warburg knew 
from an early age that he wanted to be an art historian, 
and at just 13 he gave a business proposal to his 12 year-
old-brother: To take his inherited place as owner of the 
family business, as long as he would provide him with 
as many books as he wanted for his personal library. His 
younger brother Max agreed. When Warburg died in 1929, 
the library consisted of 60.000 volumes. 

Now, the classification of Warburg’s collection couldn’t 
be more different than that of Dewey. In Aby Warburg’s 
universe, books on philosophy rubs covers with those on 
astrology; and language is situated next to theology, poetry 
and art. When entering the institue in London I was baffled 
by the strangeness of the place. I got a recommendation 
letter from my theory professor at the Academy, which 
granted me full access to this vivid collection. 

”I think what’s probably most interesting to me is that it 
runs on what they call ‘the law of the good neighbor’—it’s not 
based on what librarians alphabetically catalogue. Instead, 
it’s catalogued according to themes. The methodology of 
serendipity is what it’s all about, and the methodology of 
serendipity is responsible for most great ideas.” 23

As I was perusing the shelves I was struck by the 
assumingly haphazard placing of books, but I slowly 
became aware of the intricate nature of the system. For 
Warburh, his library was memory, but ”memory organized 
as matter”. Warburg also dedicated his library to the Greek 
goddess of memory, Mnemosyne. 

Warburg had a fluid approach to classification and 
didn’t believe in a strick hierarchial order of subjects. 
He did instead believe in the law of the good neighbour, 
stating that it was not necessarily the book you already 
knew that contained the information you needed, but the 
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book placed next to it. 
In his library in London you have four floors, each 

titled with a specific word, namely ACTION, IMAGE, 
WORD and ORIENTATION. There were whole shelves 
on mysticism and magic, and I spent a good 30 minutes 
in the aisle for labyrinths and mazes. It was like being in 
a book. 

One of the most magical things Warburg left the 
world was his Mnemosyne Atlas. Warburg was a highly 
visual creature and his creation (i.e. the library) was 
essentially a visual one, as it all dealt with the physical 
representation of ideas and symbols.24  

His colleague Fritz Saxl came up with a way 
of organizing Warburg’s massive and fragmentary 
constellation of images. Saxl built large wooden panels, 
covered with black hessian cloth. Pins were used to 
attach the images and Warburg could then construct and 
deconstruct phantasmagoric narratives.  

When Warburg died in 1929, the Atlas consisted of 
79 wooden panels with more than 2,000 photographs. 
The gargantuan project was never fulfilled as the panels 
were lost when Warburg’s colleagues fled Nazi Germany. 
His final arrangement survives solely as 79 photographs 
in the institute’s archives. 

There are indeed ghostly qualities attached to the 
Mnemosyne Atlas, residing somewhere between science 
and superstition.  And although it would have been 
remarkable to see the panels in the flesh, it feels strangely 
appropriate that these fragmented assemblages are lost. 

Now, it may feel strange to compare Warburg’s grand 
feat of lost art to that of the missing year of NATT & 
DAG, but at the same time, an archive lost, is an archive 
lost. And although impressed by Dewey, I have in the  
construction of my archive taken several leaves out of 
Warburg’s books, believing in a more personal and poetic 
approach when organizing my own selection of memories.
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Essay 
— Dissecting Derrida 

When I announced that I was going to focus my MA 
project on archives and private collections everyone (well, 
at least quite a handful of people) told me I had to read 
Jacques Derrida’s seminal work on the matter. ”Oh, then 
you HAAAVE to read Archive Fever”, a statement which 
left me feeling rather amused, but also worried. 

I had read some of the late French philosopher’s work 
before, especially his writings on deconstruction, having 
applied his theories in my BA in Fashion and Textile 
Design — but I was yet to read his piece ”Archive Fever” 
first published in 1995 by Éditions Galilée. ”Archive 
Fever” (fr. ”Mal d’Archive”) was originally a lecture given 
in London in 1994 during an international conference 
entitled ”Memory: The Question of Archives”, but was 
turned into a book the year after. An English translation 
by Eric Prenowitz was published in 1996 (which is 
fortunate, considering my now abysmal knowledge of 
French, after six years of studies no less). 

My feelings on Derrida were mixed. Jacques Derrida 
is mostly known for developing a form of semiotic 
analysis known as deconstruction and albeit I found it 
interesting at the time, Derrida’s ideas mainly left me 
feeling bewildered while researching my BA — and the 
worst of all, dumb.

It was especially Derrida’s complex narratives and 
word structures that got me confounded. I thought his 
paragraphs were unnecessarily long and intricate and 
although his philosophy was undoubtedly riveting, it 
was carefully wrapped in a tight little package of tricky 
syntax and a plethora of troublesome words. 

So when I was faced with the challenge of reading and 
incorporating Jacques Derrida’s theories of the archive 
into my MA I felt daunted, but ready for a rematch. Would 
his thoughts and ideas apply to my project — or would 
his writings again prove to be non-sensical? In my essay 
”Killing Them All — One Darling at a Time” I mention 
that I have since childhood collected words, and this was 
my particular starting point. As I opened the book and 
stared down on the first page I immediately felt a stinging 
sensation by my left ear and my back started sweating.
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In the beginning of ”Archive Fever” Derrida explores the 
Greek roots of the archive, a word which stands for both 
”commencement” and ”commandment.” He explores this 
etymology even further, by adding the following statement: 

” … the meaning of ”archive”, its only meaning, comes 
to it from the Greek arkheion: initially a house, a domicile, 
an address, the residence of the superior magistrates, the 
archons, those who commanded. The citizens who thus held 
and signified political power were considered to possess 
the right to make or to represent the law. On account of 
their publicly recognized authority, it is at their home, 
in that place which is their house (private house, family 
house or, or employee’s house), that official documents are 
filed.”24

This is a long and difficult paragraph, but it also 
underlies one of the key subjects in Derrida’s thinking 
about the archive, namely (I’m breaking this down in very 
manageable bite-size pieces) that the archive is a way of 
wielding power for those in command, i.e. knowledge and the 
possession of knowledge — is power, and subsequently the 
law itself. My head had started throbbing rather violently 
at this point and I felt shivers — a certain coldness rushing 
through my body, although the library I was sitting in held 
a balmy temperature. Derrida continues his musings: 

”The archons25 are first of all the document’s guardians. 
They do not only ensure the physical security of what is 
deposited and of the substrate. They are also accorded the 
hermeneutic right and competence. They have the power 
to interpret the archives.”26

One sentence in particular stuck with me here, and it 
made my mind suddenly go completely clear, forgetting 
my feverish state: ”They have the power to interpret the 
archives.” This is one of the most important elements of my 
MA projects: How you as a graphic designer can take small 
excerpts from a large collection or an archive, interpret 
your findings, and then put them into new context. But is 
in the next paragraph that Derrida more or less sums up 
my thoughts on the archive as an institution: 
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”It is thus, in this domiciliation27, in this house arrest, 
that archives take place. The dwelling, this place where 
they dwell permanently, marks this institutional passage 
from the private to the public, which does not always mean 
from the secret to the non-secret.”28

I think this is a very vital statement, and something 
I fully agree with. As I also write in my aforementioned 
essay ”Killing Them All — One Darling at a Time”, people 
have collected and accumulated since the dawn of time — 
creating personal narratives through acquisitions, either 
bought, received or found. From the origins of the museum 
— the cabinet of curiosities in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-
Century Europe — vast collections were made by learned 
gentlemen (and women) with intellectual curiosity and a 
sense for organization and order. 

These collections were either donated or sold due to 
the proprietors death or personal wish. And these private 
collections would then turn into either a library (e.g. 
Deichman Public Library), a museum (e.g. The Sir John 
Soane’s Museum) or an archive (e.g. The British Library). 
The difference between these three somewhat similar 
institutions is the notion of accessibility, which I will 
address further in the next paragraph. 

What I find particularly interesting in the excerpt 
above is Derrida’s wording. He writes: ”It is thus, in this 
domiciliation, in this house arrest, that archives take place.” 
I choose to emphasize on the words ”house arrest”, as this 
is something I find to be one of the most challenging things 
with contemporary archives of today. By definition, an 
archive is ”a collection of historical documents or records 
providing information about a place, institution or group 
of people”, but there is no international standard on how 
an archive should accommodate their users. 

I have on many occasions felt alienated from archives, 
feeling out of place and unwelcome. This has made me 
question the true nature and purpose of the so-called 
”public” archive. If the main purpose of the archive is to 
preserve historical documents for future research, why 
are the institutions so reluctant and inflexible in their 
approach? Here in Norway, former head of the Oslo House 
of Literature Aslak Sira Myhre, has just taken over the 
post as Director for the National Archive. His mission is to 
turn this somewhat institution into a house of culture.  
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In an article29 in Aftenposten he describes the National 
Library of Norway as the nation’s collective memory, 
saying that they in 2015 will gather everything that has 
been published in print, all films, sounds, photograps and 
websites – so that people in 2150 can find out what really 
happened in 2015. Not that different from what I am doing 
right now, actually. Only I’m focusing on the year 2005. 

Getting back to Derrida and his paragraph, I want to 
underline another very important theme. As mentioned, 
Derrida writes about an institutional passage from the 
private to the public, which doesn’t always mean  a transition 
from secret to non-secret.

He emphasizes on the fact that even though a collection 
moves from private property into the public, it doesn’t 
necessarily mean that the items in question — or the 
institution withholding the documents — let people in on 
the secret, and share their possessions gladly with curious 
visitors. As a regular user of both libraries and archives I 
am always hesitant to approach the latter. I feel like I’m 
always doing something wrong when heading up to the 
reading rooms at The National Library. Usually it’s a small 
thing, like bringing too many personal belongings with me, 
but it just feels uncomfortable to always be corrected by a 
guard, or some other person of authority. It makes you feel 
alienated, and not to mention — dumb. Again.  

But due to this uncomfortable setting I tend to stay 
away from the National Library, which is such a pity, 
considering all the magical things they have in their 
possession. On the few occasions where I have braved past 
the security guard, and found something truly fascinating, 
I’ve been disappointed yet again, because of course I can’t 
bring the materials home with me, and if I want something 
scanned or copied I need to pay a stiff fee. The National 
Library remains secretive, its treasures locked away. I have 
tremendous hope for the archive of the future. An archive 
that enlists all the senses; an archive that trigger memories; 
an archive that encourages curiosity; and an archive that 
is willing to share its information — so that you can take 
both the experience and a tactile momentum home. 

Derrida continues his textual wanderings and addresses 
the notion of classification and order in the following 
paragraphs: 
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”With such status, the documents, which are not always 
discursive writings, are only kept and classified under the 
title of the archive by virtue of privileged topology. They 
inhabit this unusual place, this place of election where law 
and singularity intersect in privilege.”30 

This is interesting, namely because of Derrida’s wording 
(yet, again). He uses the words ”privileged” and ”election”. 
In ancient Greece, the archive didn’t function in the same 
way as it does today, where every little piece of printed 
material is to be handed in to the archive (due to the Legal 
Deposit law, i.e. Pliktavleveringsloven). Back then materials 
were collected and preserved based on relevance, again 
based on the subjective stance of the archons. Today, all 
materials are treated in an objective manner, which is great, 
as you never know what materials the researchers of the 
future might be interested in,  and they are preserved and 
kept in the same way, at least in theory. But some materials 
will undoubtedly be given more attention, mainly due to 
the age, state and importance of the document (e.g. The 
Magna Carta will be placed in a bit more secure storage at 
The British Libray, than let’s say — the January 8 edition 
of Daily Mail from 2003). The subjective manner of the 
archons, in the world of contemporary archives called 
”curators”, will inevitable seep through. 

Derrida continues with one quite complex paragrap, 
but stay with me: 

”The archontic power, which also gathers the functions 
of unification, of identification, of classification, must be 
paired with what we call the power of consignation. By 
consignation, we do not only mean, in the ordinary sense 
of the word, the act of assigning residence or of entrusting 
so as to put into reserve (to consign, to deposit), in a place 
and on a substrate, but here the act of consigning through 
gathering together signs.”31 

He then goes on explaining how consignation aims to 
coordinate a single ”corpus”, — i.e. body of of information 
— into a specific system. This is of course Derrida’s way of 
highlighting the importance of a unified system in a large 
archive or collection, which is something I address in full 
in my previous essay ”Chambers of Organized Secrets”. 
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I have perhaps veered a bit of topic (i.e. my 
aforementioned scrutiny of Derrida’s work), but I don’t think 
that matters much. At the Oslo National Academy of Arts 
there are no formal theoretical requirements for the MA, 
and when there are no formal theoretical requirements, 
how do you include theory without it seeming contrived or 
artificial? I decided quite early on in this project that I was 
going to use my primary, secondary and tertiary sources 
in a rather fluent way. 

This is first and foremost a practical MA, not a 
theoretical one — but that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t be 
well-versed in theoretical matters. It’s just the way we apply 
this knowledge that separates us from, let’s say, students 
at the University of Oslo. 

I think Derrida’s text plays an integral role in why 
people shy away from archive theory. ”Archive Fever” is 
a difficult and complex read, but when given some time 
and consideration, you can reap the fruits of your labor 
— manifesting your practical project in profound theory 
from primary sources. 

I realized after plowing through Derrida’s text that it 
is mainly the first twenty pages or so that are relevant 
for my research. In the main section Derrida deals with 
Freud, his archive and also the book ”Civilization and Its 
Discontents”  — whereas I’m mostly interested in Derrida’s 
overlying ideas about the archive. And having in mind my 
relationship with editing (as mentioned in ”Killing Them 
All”) I don’t see the point in including things without any 
true purpose. 

Upon realizing this I feel elated, and my previous 
animosity towards Derrida has vanished. Editing out 
the sections you need is the key to understanding, and 
appreciating, difficult theoretical research material. It’s 
almost like I have been let in on a secret — and my feverish 
state is suddenly gone. 
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Reflections

The quiet library. Even though I thrive in social settings, 
I love the peaceful company of books. This MA project has 
dealt with a myriad of topics, but I think mainly it has  
revolved around the notion of absence. 

I chose a rather untraditional format for this MA text, 
i.e. a selection of essays tied together by an overlying 
theme; that of private collections and archives. I felt this 
journalistic structure would reflect well upon my subject 
matter. In the introduction I presented my main focus 
area, e.g. how I as a graphic designer and journalist can 
take small excerpts of an archive an put it into a new, more 
approachable and available context, e.g. an exhibition. 
My mode of design is explained on a separate A4 sheet as 
instructed, so I won’t elaborate much on that here. 

In sum, I would say that when it comes to archives 
there is an intricate balance between accessibility and 
preservation, and somewhat of a Catch 22. If you make 
an archive easily accessible, you are at the same time 
facilitating for possible destruction. The fragile nature of 
the archive can not be underestimated, and it’s crucial to 
preserve our collective memory; but at the same time this 
knowledge needs to be accessible to curious visitors. 

I have named my MA project ”Inherent Vice”, which 
in archival terms means a material with the tendency to 
deteriorate due to an essential instability in the components, 
e.g. paper, which can be destroyed by its chemically 
unstable nature (the acidic content leading to yellowing 
and brittleness). I printed the text on newsprint, to mimic 
that of NATT & DAG, but also to see how this MA will 
stand the test of time in the library at The Oslo National 
Academy of Arts. Will my words and ideas have vanished 
in a few years? 

In essence, my project has been about memory, realms 
both private and public, shared and individual experiences 
and what these in turn hold of value for me. 

Aby Warburg once was describes as ”a small gentleman 
with a black moustache who sometimes told stories in 
dialect”.32 He was obsessed with the illustrations of Balzac 
from the age of six and devoured books ”full of stories of red 
indians”. His siblings remembered him always surrounded 
by books, reading every scrap of paper he could locate, 
even the family encyclopedia. 
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I don’t know yet how I will be remembered, but in spite 
of its fragile nature, my private collection of books will 
most likely outlive me. And that is a lovely thought; that 
these bits of printed ephemera, my ”good friends” through 
decades — hours spent collectively with bergamot tea in 
blue rooms — will represent me even when I’m gone. 

”What memory has in common with art is the knack for 
selection, the knack for detail. Complimentary though this 
observation may seem to art (that of prose in particular), to 
memory it should appear insulting. The insult, however, is 
well-deserved. Memory contains precisely details, not the 
whole picture; highlights, if you will, not the entire show. 
The conviction that we are somehow remembering the 
whole thing in a blanket fashion, the very conviction that 
allows the species to go on with its life, groundless. More 
than anything, memory resembles a library in alphabetical 
disorder, and with no collected works by anyone”.33
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Master
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ORIGIN Old English 
mæg(i)ster (later reinforced 
by Old French maistre), 
from Latin magister; 
probably related to magis 
‘more’. 

PHRASES
be one’s own master 
be independent or free to do 
as one wishes. 
I’m going to take control—
be my own master at last.

”We dream of a library of literature created by everyone 
and belonging to no one, a library that is immortal and will 
mysteriously lend order to the universe, and yet we know 
that every orderly choice, every catalogued realm of the 
imagination, sets up a tyrannical hierarchy of exclusion.”

— Manguel, 2008


